
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 3  
Autumn Term Overview  

  
Who, what, where and 

when?  
Settlements and map skills 

Literacy  
Dictionary Skills 
To begin the term, we will be learning about Dictionaries. We will be focusing on the layout of different dictionaries and the 
language used, before creating our own dictionaries linked to our science topic. Practising how to use a dictionary and creating 
our own. 
Instructions 
We will spend some time learning about instructions and direction. We will consider the language used and the way instructions 
are presented before writing our own. 
Story Writing 
The children will read a range of stories with different settings. They will look at how authors create atmosphere within settings 

and will use this as a model for their own writing.  

Art and Design 
 
We will be learning about famous 
British architects in Art and Design. 
We will be learning about such as Sir 
Norman Foster (who designed the 
Gherkin) and Lord Richard Rogers 
(who designed the City Hall). The 
children will consider the purpose of 
the buildings and will be given the 
opportunity to design their own 
iconic London Landmark.  

Religious Education  
 Rules are the focus for learning in the first few weeks in Year 3. The 
children will think about why we have rules and will learn about the 
importance of following rules.  
The children will then focus on the harvest festival and the 
importance of sharing with others. 

Computing  
The term will begin with a reminder about E-safety. We 
will then use the internet to carry out research for other 
subject areas, which we will present using the computer.   

History and Geography 
This term we are combining History and geography as we learn about settlements. We 
will be seeking to understand why early people settled in different places and what life 
was like for them. 
We will be developing our map reading skills, looking at maps to identify the locations of 
different settlements and will be looking at the differences between cities, villages and 
towns.   
 
Science 
Our main science topic for the term is Animals including humans. Over the coming weeks 
the children in Year 3 will be investigating what we eat, how food travels through our 
body, and learning about the role and purpose of different body parts. We will be 
investigating the differences between animals and humans and their diets.  

Maths 
Maths is an important part of every day life and the children will 
focus on developing their mental maths skills in Year 3.  
Where possible children will be given the opportunity to apply their 
learning in a practical context.  
The main areas of learning this term include:  

 Understanding the value of each number in a digit and place large 
numbers in order of size 

 Strategies for addition and subtraction including ‘real life’ 
problems. 

 Classifying 2D and 3D shapes 

 Measuring length with cm/m and mass with g/kg 

Is there something we’ve missed? 
 
If you can think of a link between the subjects that 
you think would inspire the children then please let 
us know… 

French 
We will be learning about greetings, 

numbers, colours, and parts of the body. 

Using rhymes and songs, we will practise our 

pronunciation and listening skills. 


